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Watercare, Brian Perry Civil (BPC), and designers Suez, 
ACH, and Neo Consulting built an operational water 
treatment plant in 61 working days to address Auckland’s 
water supply crisis. 

During the intensive Early Contractor Involvement 
phase, we collaborated with the designers to 
mitigate critical risks and provided innovative 
solutions to expedite the programme. After the ECI 
phase, we built an operational water treatment plant 
providing Aa-graded drinking water to Auckland 
residents in just 61 days. The plant was fully 
commissioned by Watercare in an additional five 
days, exceeding expectations. 

It was a challenging project with more than 100 
people on a constrained site every day working to 
an ambitious programme. 

The project demonstrates technical excellence, 
collaboration, innovation, and exceptional Health 
and Safety, bringing tangible relief to the Auckland 
community.

Papakura Stage One 
Water Treatment Plant

From November 2019 to May 2020, Auckland 
received less than half of its normal rainfall, and 
total water stored in dams dropped below 50 
percent for the first time in 25 years. Auckland was 
facing what NIWA called “one of the most extreme 
drought events in modern times”. 

As part of their drought management plan, 
Watercare reinstated the disused Papakura Water 
Treatment Plant site, which feeds from the Hays 
Creek Dam. The $68M project is being built over 
two stages and plays a vital role in boosting water 
supply resilience. 

To carry out stage one, Watercare engaged 
BPC as the main contractor for the accelerated 
programme. This involved constructing a temporary 
water treatment plant taking water from the Hays 
Creek Dam, as well as a pipeline to connect it to the 
network. 

We installed 150 tons of water treatment equipment: 
•  Nine new tanks, four granular activated carbon 

(GAC) containers, a UV treatment container, a 
flocculationclarifier system, and containerised chemical 
dosing systems. 

• All site run PE and stainless steel pipework, and   
 electrical cable and tray. 
We also completed difficult structural repairs to existing 
reservoirs and new interconnecting and outlet pipework.
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PLANNING
Papakura Stage One Water Treatment Plant 
showcases what can be achieved with a 
collaborative approach between a motivated client, 
a determined contractor, bold subcontractors, 
and innovative suppliers. With the entire project 
effectively on the critical path, the project team 
pushed the boundaries of what can be achieved in 
a short space of time while overcoming challenges 
along the way.

From November 2019 to May 2020, Auckland 
received less than half the normal rainfall and water 
stored in the dams dropped below 50 percent for 
the first time in 25 years. Auckland was facing what 
NIWA called “one of the most extreme drought 
events in modern times”. With no end in sight, 
Watercare enacted their drought management plan 
to preserve and boost Auckland’s water supply. 

Watercare reinstated the disused Papakura Water 
Treatment Plant site, which feeds from the Hays 
Creek Dam in the Hūnua Ranges. The $68M project 
is currently being built over two stages to ensure 
the supply is delivered to residents quickly. Stage 
One included the construction of a temporary 
treatment plant and the replacement of the 
Papakura No. 2 watermain from the treatment plant 
to the intersection of Hūnua and Dominion Roads. 
Stage two includes a permanent plant, expected to 
be completed by the end of 2021. It will be one of 
the most advanced water treatment plants in the 
country.

As a preferred partner of Watercare’s $2.4 billion 
Enterprise Model (WEM), delivering water and 
wastewater infrastructure for Auckland over the 
next ten years, BPC was engaged as the Main 
Contractor for Stage one of the Papakura Water 
Treatment Plant. 

The project outcomes include: 

• Ensuring Auckland residents continue to enjoy 
safe and reliable water that is compliant with 
New Zealand’s drinking water standards.

We increased the resilience and operational 
flexibility of the water supply system by 
implementing several design innovations:

• Containerised chemical systems with built in 
safety showers and hazard equipment.

• Containerised UV system.

• Mobile water quality laboratory.

• High-specification containerised GAC system 
retrofitted from a mining application.

• Containerised electrical MCC portacom.

• Precast blockwork retaining walls to speed civil 
site development.

The containerised water treatment plant is designed 
to be relocated. The tanks, vessels, pumps, and 
equipment will form part of Stage Two minimising 
waste and overall project cost. The rest will form 
part of Watercare’s mobile water treatment systems 
fleet. The system also enables offsite fabrication 
with easier installation, key to ensuring an 
expedited programme. 

After the success of stage one, we are now 
undertaking Stage Two – the permanent plant. Re-
using elements from stage one, it will be one of the 
most advanced WTPs in the country pumping up to 
12 million litres a day. 

1. https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
articles/news/2021/02/auckland-s-water-supply-
receives-six-million-litre-a-day-boost/ 

As Watercare Head of Operations Excellence Priyan 
Perera says, “We’re building two plants but with the 
equipment for one. The two stages of the project are 
running in parallel – we are building the permanent 
plant while we are commissioning the temporary 
plant.” 1

Day 1 on-site for BPC: from site possession (above)  
to water flowing through the pipes took a mere  
61 working days.
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EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION 
The project is a showcase for industry innovation, 
using modular and containerised treatment 
and chemical systems. We used an innovative 
procurement model to implement construction 
smarts early and to begin construction while 
the design was still underway. This approach 
underpinned the project’s success.

Early Contractor Involvement 

To construct the urgently needed water treatment 
plant, we entered an intensive collaborative ECI 
process. For three months before construction, 
the leaders of BPC’s delivery team co-located with 
Watercare’s project team. Our team worked with 
designers providing advice to ensure the project’s 
constructability.

We interrogated every aspect of the project for 
opportunities to mitigate risk and optimise the 
programme while ensuring health and safety of 
the crew and quality outcomes for Watercare and 
Papakura residents. Our feedback and input to 
the design team drove many of the final design 
outcomes. 

We identified and mitigated several critical risks 
including:

• Locating a high voltage cable running through 
the site causing ramifications for construction 
and H&S. We changed the layout of the 
platforms to accommodate the exclusion zone. 

• With one access road in and out of the site, 
significant risk existed around site access and 
the congested site laydown areas. To mitigate 
this, we suggested setting up a satellite office 
for inductions, staging, and prefabrication 
nearby on Dominion Road. 

• We provided advice around what was 
achievable within the constrained site and the 
crane’s reach and capacity. This ensured BPC 
could mitigate risk prior to site possession 
and make best-for-project decisions upfront, 
reducing surprises and risks during the 
construction phase. 

We created programme efficiencies by: 

• Identifying opportunities for the prefabrication 
of mechanical items to speed up production, 
including the Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) 
pipe supports, and the Strainer Skid unit. 

• Developing a rapid crane unloading plan. This 
meant faster deployment of the mechanical 
and electrical teams, creating cost efficiencies, 
and decreasing the on-site durations for plant 
and equipment delivery and unloading. 

  The key priorities driving the plan were: 

1. Ensuring safety during delivery and 
installation. 

2. Minimising the number of crane setups on-
site, saving time and gaining efficiencies.

3. Minimising the crane size required while 
maintaining reserve capacity as required.

4. Avoiding lifting over existing equipment 
already installed. 

5. Maintaining 4m clearance to the existing 
overhead lines. 

The staging plan was on a day-by-day basis and 
clearly communicated to everyone on-site. By the 
end of the first week on-site approximately 60% of 
the requisite equipment was present and ready for 
the M&E teams to install.

We ensured Health and Safety by: 

• Managing risk while ensuring the safety of the 
congested and overlapping crews. We held 
inductions offsite before the workforce arrived,  
followed up with a quiz. 

We ensured Quality standards by:

• Agreeing the full ITPs up front with Watercare 
around the specifications for each trade. 
Engaging early was crucial to gaining an 
understanding of Watercare’s expectations for 
the project and to ensuring we hit the ground 
running. 

• Using stainless steel pipe supports for speed 
and skinned scaffold for access and temporary 
protection of sensitive equipment (membranes, 
blowers, chemical dosing and compressors). 

We identified the requirement for temporary works 
early and involved the formulation of a temporary 
works register, including:

1. Bearing capacity of the proposed 
temporary platforms from a cranage 
perspective.

2. Slope stability assessment for cranes 
working in proximity to the existing gully.

3. Assessment of the new retaining walls to 
withstand the load of overload deliveries 
and cranes, and to withstand overturning 
from cranes and hi-abs operating behind 
them. BPC’s inhouse geotechnical team 
was closely involved throughout the 
process and was able to undertake the 
necessary designs to allow the works to be 
undertaken safely without undue risk.

4. Consideration of methodology of the pipe 
jacking under the existing reservoirs for the 
new outlet.
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With more than 100 people on-site every day it was 
a challenging project with an ambitious programme 
on a constrained site. During ECI, we identified 
constraints and implemented practical solutions 
upfront, enabling us to seamlessly deliver the 
project in just 61 days. The success and benefits 
provided by the ECI model during this project 
means it will be used in future Watercare projects. 

 Regulatory environment and environmental impact 
and management

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
Watercare established positive relationships with iwi 
partners and other stakeholders during the project, 
which BPC successfully maintained. These included:

• Mana Whenua—Ngāi Tai ki Tāmaki, Te Ākitai 
Waiōhua, Ngāti Te Ata

Discussion through consent applications, site 
visits to understand the history of the site 
and water source, cultural induction by mana 
whenua of all workers, cultural observation of 
earthworks, karakia pre works, and karakia at 
water on.

• Local Community 

Letter drops, articles in local newspapers, and  
social media.

• Counties Power

Coordination regarding working under overhead 
lines, replacement of power poles and overhead 
lines, removal of trees that were a risk to 

overhead lines, and removal of a considerable 
number of fallen trees.

BPC worked closely with Watercare in being 
“good neighbours”. Watercare did the work up 
front in setting up regular contact with impacted 
neighbours and ensured that BPC could carry on 
the good relationship once on-site. 

The entire stage one plant is situated on private 
land. Access was facilitated by a land agreement, 
which provided positive outcomes for both parties. 
We removed asbestos contaminated structures 
and soil, end-of-life pine trees, and planned for 
reinstatement—including native bush planting. 

We ensured minimal disruption to the handful of 
residential homes within five metres of the site. We 
conducted our 6:45am pre start meetings at the 
Dominion satellite office to ensure we did not enter 
the project site before the consented time. A shuttle 
service transported the team to the site. 

We initiated email updates around “site 

Official opening ceremony on Tuesday 16 March 2021.

Free issue equipment.
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happenings”, invitations to the opening, managed 
upkeep of the new driveway provided to our closest 
neighbour (5m from the site boundary) and cut and 
kept the grass neat on the neighbour’s property. 
The effort we put in meant residents were very 
accommodating, considering that the team worked 
some late nights and most Saturdays towards our 
“water on” date. 

“Thank you to the team. I am very excited about the 
opportunity to improve the land. The stream even 
seems to be flowing cleaner and better since this 
project started. Maybe those baby eels will return.” 
—Landowner.

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC 
CONTRIBUTION
Our work directly benefits everyone living in the 
Auckland region. With increasingly dry summers 
predicted in the city, the project is part of the wider 
strategy to ensure the resilience and reliability of 
Auckland’s water supply. The water treatment plant, 
and other projects, like the 50 million litres water 
a day Auckland receives from the Waikato River, 
means the city has avoided a much larger water 
crisis. 

The plant is alleviating pressure on the existing 
dams, giving them time to recover and replenish to 
normal levels. 

We enabled Watercare to rapidly reinstate the 
Papakura site and provide six million litres a day 
of quality drinking water to 50,000 Papakura 
residents. BPC has been awarded the next stage 
of the work, the adjacent permanent plant, on the 
back of our Stage One success, which will more 
than double the plant’s capacity. 

Being modular and containerised the new plant is 
relocatable. The benefits of this system are: 

• It minimises waste from the temporary plant 
going to landfill, which is both environmentally 
friendly and saves the overall project money. 

• It enabled staging of the project delivery, 
ensuring the supply could be reinstated as 
quickly as possible. 

• The system enabled rapid mobilisation, with 
construction completed in just 61 days.

Another benefit is the innovative procurement 
model used – Early Contractor Involvement (ECI). 
The success of this project will pave the way for 
future ECI arrangements with Watercare and 
Auckland Council. This model benefits the council 
and improves delivery outcomes for customers as 

well as saving time and money. The collaborative 
approach enabled us to provide early input during 
the design phase, mitigating risk and identifying 
opportunities for optimisation and efficiency. With 
the designers co-located on-site we were able to 
start construction while parts of the design were 
still being developed. This meant we had a shorter 
mobilisation period and mitigated surprises during 
the delivery phase. It is the reason we could deliver 
the Papakura Water Treatment Plant in such a short 
time. 

PROJECT (BUSINESS) 
SUSTAINABILITY
Auckland’s water restrictions had been in place 
since the mid-May 2020, with Covid-19 increasing 
demand on water supply as people used more 
water outdoors. The finished 6MLD plant, along with 
other drought relief projects - expansion of supply 
from the Waikato River, and the reinstatement of 
supply from the Hays Creek Dam (via the Papakura 
Water Treatment Plant) and Pukekohe Aquifer (via 
the Pukekohe WTP)), has brought material relief and 
drinking water supply surety Auckland residents.

Watercare had originally planned to reinstate the 
Papakura Water Treatment plant at a future date, 
but the water crisis hastened its reinstatement. The 
Hays Creek Dam was decommissioned in 2005 
due to the plant needing significant upgrades and, 
at the time, being surplus to supply requirements. 
Back online, the plant is helping slow the decline of 
catchment lake levels across Auckland’s nine dams 
in the Waitākere and Hūnua Ranges, which normally 
supply about two thirds of the city’s water.

Our additional workforce was all local labour hire. 
All the project’s subcontractors were locally based, 
as Covid-19 border closures meant international 
teams could not enter the country. By self-
performing a large part of the work scope, we gave 
our workforce a chance to build their skills around 
multi-disciplinary Water Treatment Plant work 
elements, as well as the use of innovative digital 
tools.

As part of Watercare’s Enterprise Model (WEM), 
we partnered with Mates in Construction on the 
project. The vital work around raising awareness of 
mental wellbeing is something we will continue with 
into the next phase of the project.

Supporting WEM’s Outcomes 

Delivered under the Enterprise Model, the project 
is part of Watercare’s overarching 40:20:20 vision.
seeking to realise benefits in three core areas – 
sustainability, cost, and safety. 
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Goals are to:

• Reduce infrastructure carbon by 40% across 
Watercare by 2024. 

• Reduce the cost to deliver our infrastructure 
programme by 20% by 2024.

• Improve Health and Safety and wellbeing 
outcomes by 20% year on year. 

To achieve these ambitious targets, Watercare has 
challenged the way it has always done things and 
explored how it can deliver better value outcomes 
from its infrastructure delivery processes. The 
Enterprise Model is the next step to ensuring the 
delivery of these objectives on high value projects.

The relocatable containerised and modular 
Papakura WTP is an example of building efficiently, 
reducing resource consumption during the 
construction and operation phases of the asset. 

Engaging with Watercare through ECI, we have 
provided ideas, guidance, suggestions and 
innovation across the construction life cycle. During 
the ECI, we contributed to optimising the delivery 
phase, decreasing the delivery cost for Watercare. 
We also improved Health and Safety outcomes as 
critical risks were mitigated during the design and 
planning phases of construction. Locating a high 
voltage cable running through the site is a good 
example of this. 

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND 
MANAGEMENT
Council monthly inspections received consistent 
Grade 1 (Excellent) results. The council is now 
reducing its inspections to once every two months 
as the site has largely been stabilised and a trusting 
relationship formed. 

Internally, BPC had an Environmental Advisor 
assigned to the project and they conducted regular  
environmental walk throughs with the council, 
the site team, and client representatives in a 
collaborative effort to attain compliance.

BPC implemented and maintained a full erosion 
and sediment control plan, including silt fences, 
bunds and treatment, ground water and settlement 
monitoring. When the project reached the 
commissioning phase, Watercare arranged for a 
discharge consent for off-specification treated 
water to discharge into the local stream network. 
We installed a RipRap device to lessen the scour 
and disperse the energy.  

Resource consenting and Environment

Resource consenting followed a consent-to-build 
approach. Watercare and its planning partner WSP 
prepared and was granted six resource consents 
for the Stage One Treatment Plant. Working closely 
with Auckland Council’s consenting team, the 
resource consents were processed with very few 
Section 92 queries and just in time to construct.

Watercare invested in design to reduce the 
effects on neighbouring properties. This enabled 
all consents to be processed as non-notified, a 
necessity given the programme’s objectives. This 
included building noise walls between the Stage 
One plant and adjacent neighbours. Consent 
compliance by BPC on-site was also exemplary, with 
all council inspections receiving a Grade 1.

Bound by consent conditions, Watercare provided a 
proactive and seamless plan for BPC to enact once 
on-site. We made sure we had an advisor on staff, so 
if an issue arose it was dealt with promptly.

The temporary plant provides water to 50,000 
homes during one of the worst droughts on record. 
While the temporary plant is on line, a permanent 
water treatment plant will be built adjacent to the 
site to double the capacity of the temporary plant 
in just 8 months of construction, with the ability to 
triple capacity if required at a later date. 

The temporary plant will be deconstructed and 
recycled, upcycled and reused almost in its 
entirety, with some elements like valves, cabling, 
instrumentation, floc tanks, piping and membranes 
going to the permanent plant and other elements 
such as the chemical dosing and GAC filtration units  
returning to other treatment plants for use. 

The team inspecting the flocculation tanks.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Programme planning and control

The ECI equipped us to begin the rapid programme 
while the design was underway. The programme 
was complex due to the congested site, the lifting 
sequence of large plant and equipment, the “build 
to commission” nature, the limited ability to plan 
too far ahead, and the limited working hours.

Technology became a vital tool in ensuring accurate 
and precise communication. Lean Construction 
tool, Last Planner, was used and overlapped several 
trade streams. Last Planner detailed key milestones 
and was communicated via an Interactive 
Whiteboard, real time drone shots, 3D modelling, 
and 360° video. This was useful when the civil team 
needed to excavate the trench and lay PE pipe 
under the HV power lines and the mechanical team 
had to install large diameter PE pipes. Both teams 
had to agree how to connect the pipes, as the 
design was not practical. This critical activity had to 
be resolved late on a Friday, as the following week’s 
work depended on it being complete.

We also used 177 Dominion as a staging facility and 
delivery surge control to ensure the site was not 
overly congested with delivery trucks and hi-abs, 
mitigating the safety risk around the site’s physical 
constraints. 

Collaboration in action, using the meeting room 
screen along with the P&ID and the 3D model to iron 
out any issues. Half the decision makers from both 
Watercare and BPC were women.

Financial planning and control 

As the design was developed along with the 
construction works, there was no time for a 
traditional design and build contractual set up. 
A cost reimbursable model enabled us to use a 
‘build to commission’ strategy. With design fluid 
during construction, this structure was crucial in 
accelerating the works and better rationalising 
appropriate risk apportioning. 

Logistics planning and control 

Before BPC arrived on-site, Watercare had 
completed a lot of the prep-work. 

Ōtūwairoa/Hays Creek Dam has an unprotected 
catchment and a higher risk of contamination, so 
the treatment plant needed a complex, multiple 
barrier approach (and associated equipment). 
Watercare got most of the large items (two Floc 
tanks, one clarifier, two membrane tanks, four large 
capacity PE tanks, four 40ft Granular Activated 
Carbon containers, one UV electrical and switch 
room container, and two Chemical 20ft containers) 
to site on the agreed day, despite Covid-19 supply 
chain uncertainty, allowing BPC to execute a fast 
install with rapid crane lifts.

Our nominated subcontractors, DKJ Welding 
Services Ltd and H2O Engineering Ltd, also 
expedited the mechanical scope, reducing the 
programme by two months.

Suez, the offshore supplier of 60% of the equipment 
and valves, could not send their specialists to install 
the membranes because of Covid restrictions. We 
held workshops with Suez and the subcontract 
team to determine the best way to complete the 
task with minimal risk. 

Together with BPC, DKJ was able to self-perform 
the membrane installation in half the allotted 

The Interactive Whiteboard formed the 
collaborative centre of the site meeting room. 
Here, Julia and Kate are planning the upcoming 
earthworks tasks. They are focusing on-site 
constraints that drive  the flow of truck and 
trailers.

Multiple disciplines merging at the 
‘Channel’.
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time without incident. This outcome was down to 
capability and planning by the team. 

While BPC maintained overall control as head 
contractor and PCBU, we empowered our 
subcontractors to directly manage workfaces within 
their sphere of influence. For instance, while BPC 
managed the delivery of equipment to site and 
all cranage, DKJ managed the scaffold and H2O 
managed the supply of PE and chemical materials.

Health and safety 

Zero LTIs and no NCIs on a time critical, accelerated 
programme of works being delivered under a non-
traditional model is an excellent outcome. Through 
proactive management, we experienced no trade-
off in quality or safety to meet the accelerated 
programme. Our Health and Safety record 
complements the project logistics, with strong 
leadership and an engaged workforce being key to 
the safe and effective programme acceleration.

We identified that the original ground was 
contaminated with asbestos, which was removed by 
a third party. When a small amount of asbestos was 
uncovered during pipe laying activities, the correct 
site procedures were followed, and the asbestos 
removed without incident or injury. 

The temporary treatment plant was built above 
a large gully, identified as a slope stability risk 
because the crane had to be positioned near the top 
of the drop off. A complex analysis was undertaken 
by BPC’s geotechnical team to prove there was no 
risk.

The project delivered a fully automated plant with 
communication connections to central Auckland. 
The commissioning process was achieved in record 
time by Watercare with support from BPC and Suez. 
Watercare enacted a robust process for ensuring the 
water was safe to enter supply.

The temporary WTP treats water from Hays Creek Dam. After coagulation, 
flocculation, clarifying, and multi-stage filtering, the water is subjected to both 
UV and chlorine disinfection. The treated water is then stored in an on-site 
reservoir before being piped into the water supply network.

Ensuring zero harm safety outcomes drove the 
delivery and unloading staging plan.
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“One of the reasons we went to BPC in particular was the fact we’ve 
worked with them in the past. Credit to the wider BPC team, all of the 
engineering leads, my team, all of the support, subcontractors—everyone 
who’s been involved here was super flexible. They’ve understood the cause 
and worked their backsides off to achieve this amazing outcome.” 

Priyan Perera | Watercare | Head of Operations Excellence 

“Building this plant in such a short timeframe was no easy feat. It’s a strong 
example of what can be achieved when staff and contractors understand the 
need and are aligned on the outcome. I would like to see this collective spirit carry 
over to business as usual.”

Jon Lamonte | Watercare | Chief Executive

Watch our video to find out more about the 
project: https://fb.watch/6l1zmoQKQ-/




